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Objective: Advanced statistical tools have created the opportunity to systematically examine the effect of
early trajectories in predictors of therapeutic change, such as early alliance development patterns, on
outcome. To date, however, these methods have been used almost exclusively to examine the effect of
the development of early symptoms on later ones. Development patterns of alliance early in treatment,
and their association with treatment outcome, have received much theoretical attention, but few system-
atic examinations have been conducted so far. Method: We integrated exploratory cluster analysis with
the accumulated theoretical and empirical knowledge on patterns of alliance development to identify
distinct patterns of early alliance development across the 1st 4 sessions of treatment in a sample of 166
patients receiving psychotherapy. Results: Three patterns of early alliance development were identified:
early gradual strengthening, early repaired rupture, and early unrepaired rupture. The gradual strength-
ening and the repaired rupture patterns early in treatment predicted alliance strengthening later in
treatment, whereas the unrepaired rupture pattern early in treatment predicted alliance stability later in
treatment. The effect of early alliance development patterns on treatment outcome was moderated by
pretreatment interpersonal problems: For patients with better interpersonal functioning at intake, the gradual
strengthening and the repaired rupture patterns showed better outcomes, whereas for those with poorer
interpersonal functioning at intake, the early unrepaired rupture pattern showed better outcomes. Conclusions:
Findings suggest that early alliance development patterns affect treatment process and outcome.

What is the public health significance of this article?
Three patterns of patient perception of the working alliance with the therapist during the first four
psychotherapy sessions were detected: early gradual strengthening, early repaired rupture, and early
unrepaired rupture. The study determined that the three early patterns provide important information
about how the alliance will evolve during the rest of the treatment and about the outcome of
treatment. It is therefore important that clinicians pay attention not only to the alliance levels at each
session but also to the trajectory of the alliance development in the first sessions.
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Identifying early in treatment who may benefit from it is of great
importance for reducing individuals’ suffering and saving society
the expense of ineffective treatment that is destined to fail. Studies
focusing on early improvement in symptoms have shown that early

change in symptoms is a powerful predictor of outcome (e.g.,
Lutz, Stulz, & Köck, 2009). Broadening the investigation not only
to quick versus slow changes but also to patterns of development,
other studies have identified distinct trajectories in symptomatic
change and examined their ability to predict outcome. These
studies found that distinct trajectories of change in symptoms over
the entire treatment period (e.g., Stulz, Gallop, Lutz, Wrenn, &
Crits-Christoph, 2010) and even early in the treatment (e.g., Lutz
et al., 2014; Stulz, Lutz, Leach, Lucock, & Barkham, 2007) predict
different outcomes. The patterns of change that were identified,
such as sudden reductions in symptoms between consecutive ses-
sions (Tang & DeRubeis, 1999), early rapid response (Ilardi &
Craighead, 1994), and depression spike (A. M. Hayes et al., 2007),
were found to account for a large portion of the total improvement
in treatment, beyond what can be found by focusing on only
snapshots of symptoms. To date, the methods used to identify
patterns of early change have been restricted to early symptom
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change and were rarely used to study the ability of potential
mechanisms of change to predict outcome. Therefore, it is an open
question whether early trajectories of change in potential mecha-
nisms predict the process and outcome of treatment. To examine
this question, which has both theoretical and practical implica-
tions, the present study focuses on one predictor of therapeutic
change, the working alliance, and examines the effect of early
patterns in its development on the subsequent process and outcome
of treatment.

The working alliance is commonly defined as the quality of the
emotional bond established in the therapeutic dyad and as the level
of agreement between patient and therapist concerning the goals of
therapy and the tasks necessary to achieve them (Bordin, 1979;
Hatcher & Barends, 1996). There is a theoretical debate whether
alliance may serve as a mechanism of therapeutic change. Many
contemporary theories of alliance conceptualize it as such (e.g.,
Safran & Muran, 2000), and there is a call to empirically examine
such theoretical conceptualizations using recent methodological
advances (Zilcha-Mano, 2016). For decades, however, most of the
empirical attention was directed at the association between single
snapshots of the working alliance, measured at one early session,
and outcome. Dozens of studies have shown that the quality of
alliance at a given point in treatment (e.g., the 3rd week) is a
consistent predictor of outcome in psychotherapy, with stronger
alliances being associated with better outcomes (Horvath, Del Re,
Flückiger, & Symonds, 2011). These studies, however, cannot go
beyond the discovery of this consistent association, which they
were instrumental in establishing.

Patterns of Alliance Development

Contemporary conceptualizations of the working alliance high-
light the importance of focusing on patterns of alliance develop-
ment and their effect on outcome (Gelso & Carter, 1994; Safran &
Muran, 2000; Stiles & Goldsmith, 2010). Alliance levels and
trajectories may represent distinct types of information. Informa-
tion about a single alliance snapshot is important for understating
the current state of the working alliance with the therapist and to
determine the degree to which treatment can be carried out ade-
quately. A single alliance snapshot may answer the question: Is the
alliance level at a given session adequate for productive work (i.e.,
a productive use of techniques)? But such a snapshot does not
reveal the dynamic nature of the alliance. For example, having a
mean level of alliance of five at a given session (which is defined
as often on the Working Alliance Inventory; Tracey & Kokotovic,
1989) may enable the therapeutic work at that session. However,
knowing the level of the alliance at a given session does not reveal
the dynamic of the alliance: Was the level at the prior session 7
(defined as always), so that a rupture is under way, or was it 3
(defined as occasionally), so that the alliance is on the rise, perhaps
as a result of resolution? Each possibility has different implications
for the dynamic of the alliance and its effect on outcome (Gelso &
Carter, 1994; Safran & Muran, 2000; Stiles & Goldsmith, 2010).
Although patterns of alliance development have received much
theoretical attention in recent years, few systematic examinations
of the effect of early patterns of alliance development on treatment
process and outcome exist.

The literature on alliance development across treatment can be
broadly divided into two main courses of study: (a) showing that

alliance develops along a linear course, exhibiting consistent
strengthening, and (b) describing alliance as developing through
other patterns of change, such as rupture-resolution processes. The
former describes alliance as consistently strengthening over the
course of treatment (e.g., Fitzpatrick, Iwakabe, & Stalikas, 2005;
Sauer, Lopez, & Gormley, 2003; Zilcha-Mano et al., 2016), al-
though some studies have failed to find evidence of such a linear
trend of development across patients (e.g., Hilsenroth, Peters, &
Ackerman, 2004; Sexton, Hembre, & Kvarme, 1996). The latter
portrays nonlinear patterns of development, such as rupture-
resolution (episodes of tension or breakdown in the collaborative
relationship between patient and therapist) and U-shaped (strong
alliance, followed by weaker alliance, then strong alliance again)
patterns (Gelso & Carter, 1994; Horvath & Luborsky, 1993; Kiv-
lighan & Shaughnessy, 1995, 2000; Mann, 1973; Patton, Kiv-
lighan, & Multon, 1997; Safran & Muran, 2000). Some studies
have supported these patterns (Eubanks-Carter, Gorman, & Muran,
2012; Golden & Robbins, 1990; Patton et al., 1997) but mostly
regarding small samples of patients.

Both linear strengthening and rupture-resolution patterns have
received much support in the literature for the “average” patient,
beyond individual differences between patients. But there are few
systematic evaluations of whether specific subtypes of patients
show one type of development pattern early in treatment and
others another type and which of these early patterns predicts more
successful treatment. It has been argued that focusing on between-
patients differences in patterns of changes in alliance is of impor-
tance because a group mean of alliance development may be
misleading (Henry, Strupp, Schacht, & Gaston, 1993) and could
obscure between-patients variability (Castonguay, Constantino, &
Holtforth, 2006; Kivlighan & Shaughnessy, 2000; Stiles et al.,
2004). A few studies have suggested that this is a promising
research path, pointing to subgroups of patients within the same
cohort who demonstrate different patterns of alliance development
(Weiss, Kivity, & Huppert, 2014; Zilcha-Mano, McCarthy, et al.,
2015). For example, Kramer, de Roten, Beretta, Michel, and
Despland (2008) identified three main patterns of alliance devel-
opment across the first eight sessions of treatment: improving,
deteriorating, and stable. Kramer, de Roten, Beretta, Michel, and
Despland (2009) replicated the stable and linear growth but found
quadratic growth to be a third pattern. In two samples of volunteer
university students who were invited to discuss their problems
with a counselor for four sessions, Kivlighan and Shaughnessy
(2000) distinguished three subgroups of patients whose alliance
followed different temporal patterns: stable, linear improvement,
and U-shaped. Stiles et al. (2004) roughly replicated two of the
patterns, the linear growth and the stable cluster, together with two
additional ones, but failed to replicate the U-shaped pattern. This
line of research is especially important given the recent move
toward personalized treatment (DeRubeis et al., 2014), especially
if specific trajectories are found to have better outcome for some
groups of patients but not for others.

The Association Between Patterns of Alliance
Development and Outcome

To date, studies that examined the ability of patterns of
alliance development to predict outcome assessed mostly
whether for the average patients it was a linear or some other
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development pattern that better predicted treatment success.
These studies produced mixed results, some finding that linear
strengthening had an advantage (Kivlighan & Shaughnessy,
1995; Kramer et al., 2009; Piper, Ogrodniczuk, Lamarche,
Hilscher, & Joyce, 2005) and others that rupture-resolution
processes did (Strauss et al., 2006; Tracey & Ray, 1984).
Referring to the average patient, however, may be simplistic
because one pattern may not fit all. It may also contain little
relevant information for clinical practice. It may be much more
important to discover whether specific subgroups of patients
who form distinct patterns of early alliance development show
different abilities to benefit from treatment.

Recent studies have supported the claim that when focusing on
specific levels of alliance, one size does not fit all. The strength of
the alliance–outcome association can be manipulated (Zilcha-
Mano et al., 2016; Zilcha-Mano, Roose, Barber, & Rutherford,
2015) and depends on patient characteristics. Patients suffering
from less chronic depression but presenting more severe symptoms
and greater personality problems may benefit more from stronger
alliance for better treatment outcome (Falkenström, Granström, &
Holmqvist, 2013; Lorenzo-Luaces, DeRubeis, & Webb, 2014;
Zilcha-Mano & Errázuriz, 2015). Similar moderators may be
found regarding the ability of patterns of alliance development to
predict outcome.

Most of the studies showing that rupture-resolution patterns
are effective, as well as those demonstrating the negative effect
of unresolved ruptures, have been conducted with groups show-
ing severe personality disorders or potential trust issues as a
result of traumatic experiences (e.g., Mclaughlin, Keller, Feeny,
Youngstrom, & Zoellner, 2014; Strauss et al., 2006). In con-
trast, most of the studies demonstrating the beneficial effect of
linear strengthening have included lower percentages of pa-
tients with personality disorders (e.g., de Roten et al., 2004;
Kramer et al., 2009). It may be that those who arrive for
treatment with more adaptive representations of self and others,
as well as better capability for forming satisfactory relation-
ships with others, are better able to create a strong alliance early
in the treatment and maintain its level throughout, with minimal
fluctuations (Errázuriz, Constantino, & Calvo, 2015). Such
patients may benefit most from a relatively stable and strong
alliance early in treatment. By contrast, patients who find it
difficult to form and maintain strong and satisfactory relation-
ships with others may also have difficulty forming a strong
alliance with the therapist (Bernecker, Levy, & Ellison, 2014;
Bowlby, 1988). For these patients, alliance rupture-resolution
processes early in treatment may be essential for treatment
success. As part of these processes, the patient can participate
in an effective process of negotiating interpersonal needs led by
the therapist (Safran & Muran, 2000), who may model effective
ways of doing so (Tsai, Kohlenberg, & Kanter, 2010). Such a
process can result in the formation of a strong (repaired) alli-
ance, which in turn may enable other therapeutic processes to
take place (e.g., the effective use of therapeutic techniques;
Castonguay, Constantino, McAleavey, & Goldfried, 2010) or
may even be therapeutic in its own right (Castonguay & Hill,
2012). An important limitation of previous studies is that they
did not systematically examine potential moderators to explain
heterogeneity in the literature concerning the ability of patterns
of alliance development to predict outcome. The relatively

small sample size of most studies and the low variability in
some of the measures may have contributed to the lack of
systematic examination of potential moderators.

The Present Study

The present study focuses on the ability of patterns of early
alliance development to be predicted by pretreatment functioning
and, in turn, to predict the subsequent process and outcome of
psychotherapy. The study had three aims. First, we examined
whether a small number of distinct patterns could serve to classify
the course of most alliance development patterns in the cohort.
Because we focused on the early phase of treatment, we expected
to find linear strengthening, alliance ruptures, and rupture-
resolution patterns, whereas a U-shape pattern was less expected.
Second, we examined baseline predictors of the patterns of early
alliance development. We hypothesized that although some of the
factors that determine the patterns of early alliance development
depend on interaction with the therapist, others, including the
patients’ psychological and interpersonal functioning, exist even
before patient and therapist meet. It has been suggested that both
the interpersonal characteristics of the patients and the developing
interactions with the therapist affect the alliance (Zilcha-Mano, in
press) and that trait like interpersonal characteristics of patients, as
measured pretreatment, can affect alliance development across
treatment (Levin, Henderson, & Ehrenreich-May, 2012; Siefert &
Hilsenroth, 2015; Wong & Pos, 2014; Zilcha-Mano, McCarthy,
Dinger, & Barber, 2014; Zilcha-Mano, McCarthy, et al., 2015).
Based on the literature, we further hypothesized that patients’
demographic variables cannot predict patterns of early alliance
development (Mclaughlin et al., 2014). Third, we hypothesized
that early alliance development patterns have a lasting effect on
subsequent alliance development across treatment. Additionally,
based on the argument that one pattern may not fit all, we hypoth-
esized that patients’ interpersonal abilities moderate the effect of
early alliance development patterns on outcome. For patients with
severe interpersonal difficulties, a rupture-resolution pattern can
most effectively enable the working through of their interpersonal
difficulties and produce the best outcome. But for patients with
adaptive interpersonal abilities, no such work is needed, and the
best outcome can be obtained with steady, linear strengthening of
alliance. In all analyses, we expected that the early pattern of
alliance development would make a unique contribution, beyond
that manifested in specific alliance levels at early treatment ses-
sions and beyond the sum of alliance levels across early sessions.

To complement the theory-driven hypotheses with the advan-
tages of data-driven strategies (Kraemer, Wilson, Fairburn, &
Agras, 2002), we applied cluster analysis to the first four sessions
(see also Kivlighan & Shaughnessy, 2000). Focusing on the early
phase of treatment is important for both clinical reasons (the
therapist still has the opportunity to intervene before treatment
ends) and for statistical reasons (establishing a correct temporal
relationship between the predictor and outcome, especially be-
cause later alliance levels were found to be more affected by
earlier symptom change; Crits-Christoph, Gibbons, Hamilton,
Ring-Kurtz, & Gallop, 2011; DeRubeis, Brotman, & Gibbons,
2005). The first four sessions were chosen to be consistent with
the literature on detecting early patterns of change, in which
generally the number of sessions used for detecting early
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change in treatments ranged between three (e.g., Haas, Hill,
Lambert, & Morrell, 2002) and five (Lutz et al., 2014), and to
achieve a balance between (a) giving the alliance enough time
to develop through interactions with the therapist and (b) fo-
cusing on early treatment that would produce clinically mean-
ingful information early enough to affect subsequent treatment.

Method

Design

This is a secondary analysis of a randomized trial that took place
in an outpatient mental health clinic in Santiago, Chile (Errázuriz,
Zilcha-Mano, & Calvo, 2016). All adult patients who started
therapy at this mental health clinic during the study were asked to
participate. Of 953 patients invited to participate, 547 (57.39%)
agreed. Participants were randomly assigned to one of five feed-
back conditions: (a) a control group in which therapists did not
receive any feedback; (b) a group in which therapists received raw
weekly feedback on patients’ psychological dysfunction by being
given access to the raw scores of the Outcome Questionnaire (OQ;
Lambert, Vermeersch, & Brown, 2004) as answered by patients;
(c) a group in which therapists received weekly raw feedback
about patients’ alliance perception by being given access to the
raw scores of the Working Alliance Inventory (WAI) as answered
by patients; (d) a group in which therapists received raw weekly
feedback about patients’ OQ and WAI; and (e) a group in which
therapists received weekly feedback by receiving Lambert’s
(2015) OQ progress feedback report, which included progress
graphs and warnings about patients who were not showing ex-
pected treatment responses according to the OQ. Patients com-
pleted alliance and outcome measures after each session. All
patients knew that their therapists could review their alliance
and/or outcome ratings, depending on their feedback condition. In
the original trial, no significant differences were found between
feedback conditions (Errázuriz, Zilcha-Mano et al., 2016).

Participants

In the original trial, 547 patients participated in the study.
Consistent with previous studies, only patients who attended the
first four sessions of treatment and had alliance ratings for all four
sessions were included in the analysis, resulting in a sample of 166
patients. No significant differences were found between included
and excluded cases on any variable except for OQ change (see the
Results section). In the subgroup of patients included in this study,
mean age was 41.34 years (SD � 12.37), and 75.9% were female.
Mean level of education was 14.5 years (SD � 2.6), and median
monthly family income was $1,423 (range � $452–$3,612). In the
present sample, 66.3% were employed, 12.7% were students,
15.7% were homemakers, 1.8% were retired, and 3.5% were other;
29.5% were single, 51.8% married, 16.3% divorced, and 2.4%
widowed. The mean level of psychological functioning (as mea-
sured by the OQ-30.2; Lambert et al., 2004) at Session 1 was 60.1
(SD � 17.4). This is considered dysfunctional compared to the
healthy population in Chile, which was found to have a mean
OQ-30.2 score of 29.8 (SD � 14; Errázuriz, Opazo, Silva, &
Gloger, 2016).

The majority of patients with an Axis I diagnosis were diag-
nosed with depressive disorders (73.5%), bipolar disorder (6.0%),
adjustment disorder (1.2%), or dysthymic disorder (1.2%); 27.7%
received a diagnosis of at least one comorbid Axis I disorder. The
most prevalent diagnoses were substance-related disorders (4.8%),
panic disorder without agoraphobia (4.8%), and dysthymic disor-
ders (3.0%). Most patients with an Axis II diagnosis were diag-
nosed with dependent (2.4%), borderline (1.8%), and histrionic
personality disorder (.6%). All patients signed informed-consent
forms, and the study was approved by the ethical review boards.

Therapists and Treatments

Twenty-six therapists took part in the study. All had a profes-
sional degree in psychology. All but two of the therapists had
completed formal studies in psychotherapy after receiving their
professional degrees as psychologists. Mean clinical experience
was 7.4 years (SD � 4.9), mean age was 37.44 (SD � 7.90), and
74.7% were women. The mean number of patients treated by each
therapist in the current study was 6.38 (SD � 4.63; range � 1–16).

Except for the feedback received, treatments were conducted as
usual. All patients were treated in individual therapy. Usual treat-
ment at this clinic, and perhaps generally in Chile, relies on an
integrative approach. Mean levels of therapist-reported use of each
core theoretical orientation were as follows (scored on a 0–5
Likert scale, with 5 as the highest score): systems 3.75 (SD �
1.15), cognitive 3.63 (SD � 1.37), psychodynamic 2.77 (SD �
1.40), behavioral 3.21 (SD � 1.49), and humanistic or existential
2.22 (SD � 1.82). Treatment length was determined jointly by
patients and therapists, as well as by practical concerns (e.g.,
patients’ financial considerations, health insurance). For the sub-
sample included in the present analyses, the mean length of treat-
ment was nine sessions (SD � 5.35, median � 8; range � 4–31).

Measures

Therapeutic alliance. The patients’ perception of the quality
of the working alliance was assessed using the 12-item patient-
rated version of the Working Alliance Inventory (WAI; Tracey &
Kokotovic, 1989). Items were rated by patients on a 7-point Likert
scale, ranging from 1 (never) to 7 (always). We used a total score,
which was the sum of all 12 items, after reverse-scoring all the
relevant items. The mean internal reliability level across time
points was .85.

Outcome measure. Psychological dysfunction was assessed
with the 30-item patient-rated version of the OQ (Lambert et al.,
2004), designed to measure patient progress over the course of
therapy. Patient progress was monitored along three primary di-
mensions: (a) subjective discomfort (SD; e.g., anxiety and depres-
sion), (b) interpersonal relationships (IR; interpersonal problems
and satisfaction with the quality of intimate relationships), and (c)
social role performance (SR). Possible scores ranged from 0 to
120, with higher scores reflecting higher severity of distress.
Cutoffs and norms in Chile were similar to those obtained in the
original English version (Errázuriz, Opazo et al., 2016). In the
present study, the mean internal reliability of the global score of
patient functioning across time points was .94. Mean internal
reliability scores for subjective discomfort, interpersonal relation-
ships, and social role performance across time points were .92, .69,
and .70, respectively.
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Data Analysis Strategy

Early alliance development patterns. We used the curveRep
procedure in R, package Hmisc (Harrell, 2014), to identify sub-
populations of patients with similar change trajectories of alliance
within the first four sessions. Instead of assuming that there is only
one underlying population with a single change pattern (intercept
and slope), the curveRep procedure allowed us to test for an a
priori unknown number of subpopulations that can differ in their
mean intercepts and slopes (in the case of a linear model) and in
more complex change trajectories over time. The curveRep pro-
cedure searches for representative curves from a relatively large
collection. The curves represent time–response profiles in longi-
tudinal data. In this study, the curves were stratified based on the
distribution of four time points per curve. The curveRep procedure
used in this study requires the same amount of data points for each
patient (Zheng, Simpson, van der Windt, & Elliott, 2005), and
missingness of a single time point for a specific patient may have
a great effect on the individual patient’s trajectory.

As proposed by Wang (2010), we estimated the number of
patterns by calculating clustering stability using the Jaccard coef-
ficient (Hennig, 2007), a similarity measure of two clustering
assignments, defined as the proportion of points (participants)
included in the same cluster in the two clustering assignments. The
Jaccard index takes a value between 0 and 1. An index of 1 means
that the clustering solutions of two clustering assignments are
identical; an index of 0 indicates that the data sets have no
common clustering solutions. Thus, the index reflects cluster sta-
bility, meaning that a meaningful valid cluster should not disap-
pear easily if the data set is changed in a nonessential way.
Therefore, a data set derived from the same underlying distribution
should give rise to more or less the same clustering. If within-
cluster variability is high compared to between-clusters variability,
one can expect poor stability, because in any set of simulated data
many points will be clustered into a different cluster. We examined
stability by performing a nonparametric bootstrap resampling,
where each resample was clustered into two to five clusters. For a
single cluster, stability was assessed by the bootstrap distribution
of the Jaccard coefficient, compared to the distribution of the most
similar cluster in the bootstrapped data set. A mean Jaccard sim-
ilarity value smaller than .6 or equal to it is considered an indica-
tion of an “untrusted cluster.” A value between .6 and .75 is
considered an indicator of patterns in the data. A stable cluster
should reach a mean Jaccard value of .75 or higher.1

Prediction of early alliance development based on patient
intake characteristics. We conducted a multinomial logistic
regression analysis to identify intake variables (age, gender, first
session WAI levels, baseline OQ total score and subscale levels,
and personality disorders) that could predict cluster membership.

Early alliance development pattern as a predictor of treat-
ment length, dropout, subsequent alliance development, and
treatment outcome. To examine the ability of early alliance
development patterns to predict subsequent alliance development
and treatment outcome, we used a three-level hierarchically nested
model, with patient and therapist as random effects. We used the
SAS PROC MIXED procedure for multilevel modeling to examine
whether pattern membership predicts alliance and symptom devel-
opment across subsequent treatment (from Session 4 to the end of
treatment), by inserting an interaction between early alliance pat-

tern membership and time effect together with the main effects.
Among the various time effects examined (linear, quadratic, linear
in log of time, and stability over time with several definitions of
random effect), the model found to have the best fit based on the
Akaike information criterion for both alliance and symptoms was
the one with a fixed effect of log of time, random intercept, and
random slope in log of time. We used this model in all analyses to
predict both alliance and symptoms.

Next, we examined the ability of pretreatment difficulties in
interpersonal relationships (IR; a subscale of the OQ) to moderate
the effect of early alliance development patterns on subsequent
outcome, by inserting a three-way interaction between early alli-
ance pattern membership, patients’ pretreatment difficulties in
interpersonal relationships, and time in predicting subsequent out-
come, together with the lower level effects. The region of signif-
icance for the three-way interaction was calculated using the
following model:

Y � b0 � b1 · IR � b2 · logTime � b3 · IR · logTime � b4 · IR · G

� b5 · logTime · G � b6 · IR · logTime · G,

where G is an indicator function. The difference in the trend (in log
of time) between the groups is b5 � b6·IR. We used the method
suggested by A. F. Hayes and Matthes (2009) to calculate for
which values of IR is the difference between groups significantly
greater than 0. We repeated all analyses controlling for feedback
condition membership and treatment length, as well as the inter-
action between time and each early alliance level (Weeks 1–4) or
the mean early alliance.

Results

Sample Characteristics

Dropout information was available for 144 patients out of the 166.
Based on this documentation, 29 (20.13% of the sample) dropped out.
This dropout rate is consistent with that in the literature (Swift &
Greenberg, 2012). Similar to the findings in the original trial, no
significant differences were found between feedback conditions in
the subset of patients who were the focus of the present study, F(4,
2,833) � 1.62, p � .17. We compared baseline variables (age,
gender, nationality, marital status, employment status, income level,
education level, number of times in previous psychotherapy, baseline
OQ levels, baseline IR levels or first session WAI) between the subset
that was included in the analyses (N � 166) and the subset that was
not included (N � 381). There were no significant differences in any
of the variables between the included and excluded subgroups, be-

1 The number of observations needed for clustering depends on the
number of variables used (the dimension), the number of true clusters, and
the quality (degree of separation) of these clusters. In the present study, we
clustered the first four alliance assessments into three clusters, resulting in
a small number of variables and making a relatively small sample size
adequate. Because of the lack of clear rules regarding the minimal sample
size needed, the literature has offered several rules of thumb. One of the
strictest ones is based on the literature on latent class analyses: Formann
(1984) suggested that the minimal sample size should include no less than
2k cases (k � number of variables), preferably 5 � 2k (Dolnicar, 2003).
The present study meets this criterion. The stability found in the bootstrap
analysis further suggests that we had an adequate sample size.
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sides significant differences in changes in OQ across treatment,
t(545) � �4.22, p � .001, with those who attended all first four
sessions and completed the WAI assessments showing significantly
more change in OQ (M � 12.69, SD � 17.61) than did those who did
not (M � 6.93, SD � 13.15).

Early Alliance Development Patterns

We computed Jaccard similarity values for several possible num-
bers of patterns (two to five), using 1,000 resampling runs. We

received the most stable results for the three-pattern solution (.78, .88,
.82), which we used for further analyses. Figure 1A shows the
estimated means of each pattern within the first four sessions: The
first pattern, early repaired rupture, showed a strong alliance with a
minimal downward trend, followed by a minimal upward trend
(which can be interpreted as a minimal rupture-resolution pattern;
N � 45; 27.1% of the sample); the second pattern, early gradual
strengthening, showed a strong alliance, with a minimal upward trend
(N � 81; 48.8% of the sample); the third pattern, early unrepaired
rupture, showed a dramatic reduction in alliance, with a mean reduc-

Figure 1. Panel A: Early alliance development patterns identified across the first four sessions. Panel B:
Estimated subsequent alliance development of the three early alliance development patterns. The x-axis describes
log of time. Panels C and D: The moderating effect of pretreatment difficulties in interpersonal relationships
(initial IR; low initial IR in Panel C; high initial IR in Panel D) on the ability of early alliance development
patterns to predict subsequent OQ development across treatment. The x-axis describes log of time. IR �
Interpersonal relationships; OQ � Outcome Questionnaire.
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tion of 18.35 WAI points, followed by a minimal trend of increased
alliance levels, which can be interpreted as a profound rupture fol-
lowed by minimal resolution (N � 40; 24.1% of the sample). As
shown in Figure 1A, early alliance development patterns differed
regarding their change in trajectory over the first four sessions (see the
online supplementary material for a distribution of the 75th, 50th, and
25th percentile alliance development within clusters, demonstrating
the within-cluster homogeneity of the clusters).

Prediction of Early Alliance Development Based on
Patient Intake Characteristics

We investigated the ability of intake variables (age, gender, first
session WAI levels, baseline OQ total score and subscales levels, and
personality disorders) to predict membership in one of the three
patterns using multinomial logistic regressions. The analysis demon-
strated significant predictive power for baseline OQ total score, as
suggested by significant chi-square values in likelihood-quotient tests,
�2(2) � 7.14, p � .02. Baseline OQ levels accounted for RNagelkerke

2 �
4% of explained variance in the differences in class membership.
Baseline OQ scores significantly distinguished the early unrepaired
rupture pattern from the other two patterns: Higher baseline OQ
scores were associated with higher probabilities for membership in
the early unrepaired rupture pattern than in the early repaired rupture
and early gradual strengthening patterns (p � .04 and p � .008,
respectively; see table 1 in the online supplemental materials). With
every unit increase in baseline OQ level, the odds of belonging to an early
unrepaired rather than to an early repaired rupture pattern increased by a
factor of 3%, and the odds of belonging to an early unrepaired rupture
rather than to an early gradual strengthening pattern increased by a factor
of 4%. Similar results were found when focusing on the pretreatment IR
and the SR OQ subscales. All the other variables could not significantly
predict cluster membership (p � .25).

Early Alliance Development Pattern as a Predictor of
Treatment Length, Dropout, Subsequent Alliance
Development, and Treatment Outcome

We found no differences between early alliance patterns in treat-
ment length, F(2, 165) � .91, p � .40. Similarly, a chi-square test
revealed no significant association between dropout and cluster mem-
bership, �2(2) � 2.83, p � .24. The estimated variance of the
therapist’s random effect in the three-level model predicting alliance
was not significant (p � .05, interclass correlation � 4.05%), and the
estimated variance in the model predicting outcome was null. The
analysis examining the interaction between early alliance develop-
ment patterns and time (in log scale) in predicting subsequent alliance
development across treatment (from Week 4 to the end of treatment)
resulted in a significant interaction, F(2, 1,272) � 10.60, p � .001
(see Figure 1B). The early unrepaired rupture pattern showed no
significant improvement (� � .20, SE � .44, p � .63), whereas the
early repaired rupture pattern had a slope of 2.52 (SE � .33, p �
.001), and the early gradual strengthening pattern a slope of 2.71
(SE � .44, p � .001). Comparison of the slopes showed no significant
differences between the early repaired rupture and early gradual
strengthening patterns (p � .73), but the differences between the early
unrepaired rupture and between the early repaired rupture and early
gradual strengthening patterns were significant (ps � .001). The signifi-
cant interaction suggests that early alliance patterns predict the subsequent

slope of alliance development: Patients in the early unrepaired pattern did
not demonstrate any subsequent significant alliance improvement over
the course of the treatment, whereas the two other patterns of early
alliance development demonstrated significant subsequent improvement
in alliance, so that an increase in 1 unit in time (log scale) was associated
with a 2.71-point increase in WAI in the early gradual strengthening and
a 2.52-point increase in the early repaired rupture.

Examination of the interaction between early alliance development
patterns and time (in log scale) in predicting subsequent OQ devel-
opment across treatment for the whole sample resulted in a nonsig-
nificant interaction, F(2, 1,139) � 1.57, p � .20. But pretreatment
difficulties in interpersonal relationships significantly moderated the
association between early alliance development patterns and time in
predicting subsequent OQ from Session 4 to the end of treatment, F(2,
1,160) � 12.22, p � .001 (see Figures 1C and 1D). Specifically, at
low levels of pretreatment difficulties in interpersonal relationships
(see Figure 1C), both the early repaired rupture and early gradual
strengthening patterns showed a significant subsequent reduction in
symptoms across treatment (� � �5.87, SE � .73),
t(1,169) � �7.98, p � .001, and (� � �5.42, SE � .89),
t(1,166) � �6.09, p � .001, respectively, whereas the early unre-
paired rupture pattern showed no significant reduction (� � .16, SE �
1.05), t(1,164) � .16, p � .87. At high levels of pretreatment diffi-
culties in interpersonal relationships (see Figure 1D), all patterns
showed a significant subsequent reduction in symptoms across treat-
ment (� � �8.96, SE � 1.04), t(1,165) � �8.58, p � .001;
(� � �7.07, SE � 1.60), t(1,152) � �4.41, p � .001; and
(� � �13.12, SE � 1.25), t(1,145) � �10.50, p � .001, for the early
repaired rupture, early gradual strengthening, and early unrepaired
rupture patterns, respectively. For low levels of pretreatment difficul-
ties in interpersonal relationships, the early repaired rupture and early
gradual strengthening patterns had better outcomes than did the early
unrepaired rupture (� � �6.04, SE � 1.28), t(1,166) � �4.70, p �
.001, and (� � �5.58, SE � 1.37), t(1,165) � �4.05, p � .001,
respectively, but for high levels of pretreatment difficulties, the early
repaired rupture and early gradual strengthening patterns had poorer
outcomes than did the early unrepaired rupture (� � 4.15, SE � 1.62),
t(1,153) � 2.55, p � .01, and (� � 6.04, SE � 2.03), t(1,149) � 2.97,
p � .003, respectively. This finding suggests that pretreatment diffi-
culties in interpersonal relationships moderate the association between
early alliance development patterns and outcome, so that for patients
with lower levels of pretreatment difficulties in interpersonal relation-
ships both early repaired rupture and early gradual strengthening
patterns showed the best outcomes. By contrast, for patients with
higher levels of pretreatment difficulties in interpersonal relationships,
early unrepaired rupture showed the best outcome.

A calculation of the region of significance (at 95% confidence
level) for the three-way interaction suggests that when IR � 11.34,
early repaired rupture and early gradual strengthening patterns
showed better outcome than did early unrepaired rupture, and
when IR � 15.36, early unrepaired rupture pattern showed better
outcome than did early repaired rupture and early gradual strength-
ening.2 Finally, findings were similar in all analyses when con-

2 Comparing high and low IR across clusters may be affected by phenom-
ena such as regression to the mean. But our analyses focused on the differences
between clusters within the levels of IR in the slopes of symptoms across time,
which cannot be explained by regression to the mean.
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trolling for feedback condition membership and treatment length
and for the interaction between time and each of the early alliance
measures or the mean alliance level across the first 4 weeks.

Given the unexpected finding that for patients with high pre-
treatment IR the unrepaired pattern resulted in a better outcome
than did the other patterns, we performed a post hoc analysis to
find out whether the ruptures in the early unrepaired cluster were
resolved later in treatment (manifested in an increase in alliance
levels), as a function of the patients’ pretreatment interpersonal
abilities. We used a two-way interaction of time (log of time) and
IR to predict alliance development from the 4th week onward
among patients in the early unrepaired rupture pattern. IR was
introduced to the model as a binary variable (lower or higher than
the mean). We found a significant two-way interaction, F(1,
169) � 7.80, p � .005, suggesting that the slope of alliance was
significantly stronger in the case of high IR than for low IR
(differences between the slopes: B � 5.16, SE � 1.84), t(169) �
2.79, p � .005.

Discussion

The present study examined the effect of early development
trajectories in a process variable on the subsequent process and
outcome of psychotherapy, focusing on the case of the working
alliance. Our first goal was to examine whether a small number of
distinct patterns can serve to classify the course of most alliance
development patterns in the cohort. We found that three distinct
trajectories of early alliance development best described early
development courses in alliance: (a) the early repaired rupture
pattern, characterized by rapid alliance strengthening, with a min-
imal downward trend followed by a minimal upward trend; (b) the
early gradual strengthening pattern, characterized by strong alli-
ance with a minimal upward trend; and (c) the early unrepaired
rupture pattern, characterized by a dramatic reduction (a mean of
18.35 WAI points) followed by a minimal increase in alliance
levels, which is consistent with the pattern identified in the liter-
ature as a profound unresolved rupture (Safran & Muran, 2000).
Note that it was not possible to explain these patterns of early
alliance development, or their ability to predict subsequent alliance
and outcome, based on the alliance levels of each of the first four
sessions or on the mean early alliance levels. This is especially
important given the fact that the early alliance snapshot has been
used extensively so far to predict outcome.

The three early alliance development patterns resemble those
described in other settings and samples. In the present study,
gradual strengthening of the alliance was found to be the most
dominant pattern, and it occurred in 48.8% of the sample. This is
consistent with the prevalent tendency in the literature to treat
alliance as developing linearly across treatment (Owen, Miller,
Seidel, & Chow, 2016; Stiles & Goldsmith, 2010) and with pre-
vious studies demonstrating the high incidence of this pattern of
development (e.g., 32% of the sample in Kramer et al., 2008 and
35% of the sample in Stiles et al., 2004). In the present study,
repaired ruptures occurred in 27% of the sample. Other studies that
examined the broader time frame of the treatment as a whole
reported higher frequencies: 46% (Mclaughlin et al., 2014), 50%
(Stevens, Muran, Safran, Gorman, & Winston, 2007), and even
56% (Strauss et al., 2006). The present study, however, observed
a higher frequency of unrepaired ruptures than reported in previous

studies: 24% versus 18% in Mclaughlin et al. (2014) and 12% in
Strauss et al. (2006). This is perhaps a result of our focus on early
treatment, when some of the ruptures were not yet resolved. The
post hoc analyses we conducted support this assumption. Addi-
tionally, although the unrepaired rupture group showed a dramatic
reduction in alliance levels from the first to the second sessions (a
mean of 18.35 WAI points), individually some patients may not
have met the threshold used in some of the previous studies for
defining ruptures. The disadvantages of using a rigorous standard
for defining ruptures, as opposed to a more sensitive and clinically
relevant definition (e.g., subtle signs that require clinical attention)
have been discussed in the literature (Mclaughlin et al., 2014), and
the cost of a false positive (spending time to address irrelevant
ruptures) appears to be lower than that of a false negative, which
may affect the alliance across the entire treatment.

The present findings suggest that alliance is not a static entity
during early treatment but a dynamic one that changes both within-
patient and between-patients, with different subsets of patients
demonstrating distinct early alliance development patterns. When
patients have time to develop the alliance beyond the fourth
session, other patterns may be found as well, such as gradually
decreasing (Kramer et al., 2008) or U-shaped (Gelso & Carter,
1994) alliance development patterns.

Our second goal was to examine whether pretreatment psycho-
logical and interpersonal functioning can partially predict the
patients’ belonging to early alliance development patterns. The
present findings suggest that patients’ psychological functioning
(pretreatment OQ levels) as well as social role and interpersonal
relations (two of the three subscales of the OQ) were significant
predictors of membership in alliance pattern groups and that they
could explain about 4% of the variability in patients’ membership
patterns. Patients with higher levels of pretreatment psychological
functional impairment and interpersonal problems were more
likely to demonstrate an unrepaired rupture pattern.

The findings regarding the ability of pretreatment psychological
functioning and interpersonal patterns to predict a portion of early
alliance development are consistent with theoretical conceptualiza-
tions stating that some people are generally more capable than others
of forming strong and satisfying relationships, and such patients are
likely to have a better chance of forming a strong and satisfying
alliance with their therapist as well. For example, according to attach-
ment theory, individuals have different capabilities of forming satis-
fying relationships with others (Bowlby, 1988). People learn to trust
others in times of need through interactions with significant others,
which begin to accumulate in infancy. They are encoded in internal
representations of the self and of others and later serve as the basis for
future interactions, including the relationship with the therapist
(Bowlby, 1988). The present findings are also consistent with those of
previous studies showing that patients’ pretreatment interpersonal
characteristics can predict specific session alliance snapshots (Errá-
zuriz et al., 2015; Levin et al., 2012; Zilcha-Mano et al., 2014) as well
as patterns of alliance development (Siefert & Hilsenroth, 2015;
Zilcha-Mano, McCarthy, et al., 2015). Note, however, that although
pretreatment measures were able to significantly predict a portion of
the alliance development patterns, most pattern variance could not be
predicted pretreatment and may be the result of the interactions with
the therapists.

Our third goal was to examine whether the identified patterns of
early alliance development can affect subsequent treatment pro-
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cess and outcome. Findings suggest that differences in early alli-
ance development patterns seem to reflect different treatment
processes. Patients with early gradual strengthening of alliance or
minor repaired rupture patterns were likely to show steady
strengthening of alliance later in treatment, whereas early major
unrepaired rupture predicted no subsequent alliance strengthening.
Early alliance development patterns seemed to uncover an aspect
of alliance that could not be explained by initial levels of alliance
in any of the first four sessions or by the sum of alliance levels
across early sessions.

Consistent with our hypothesis, patients’ pretreatment level of
interpersonal problems was found to moderate the association
between early alliance development patterns and subsequent treat-
ment outcome. These findings were significant beyond the effect
of specific alliance levels in early treatment sessions and beyond
the sum of alliance levels across early sessions on outcome. The
moderating role of interpersonal functioning may serve to explain
previously mixed findings about the ability of alliance patterns to
predict outcome. These findings are important especially in view
of the present shift toward personalized treatment, the underlying
assumption of which is that specific treatment processes may
characterize certain subsets of patients. Although no one ideal
pattern of alliance development was most effective for all patients,
certain patterns were more effective for given subsets of patients,
based on their ability to form satisfactory relationships with others
when starting treatment. Clearly, one pattern does not fit all. For
patients with low levels of pretreatment difficulties in interper-
sonal relationships, linear strengthening and minimal repaired rup-
ture both showed better outcomes than unrepaired rupture did. In
fact, the unrepaired rupture pattern showed no significant symptom
improvement as a result of treatment. But for patients with high
levels of pretreatment difficulties, early major unrepaired rupture
predicted a better outcome than did linear strengthening and re-
paired rupture patterns.

Although the differences between individuals with high versus
low levels of pretreatment difficulties in interpersonal relation-
ships conformed to our expectations, we expected to find this
pattern among the resolved rather than the unresolved ruptures.
One post hoc explanation suggests that for patients with very
severe deficiencies in interpersonal functioning, any continued
interpersonal interaction with a therapist who may be perceived as
able to provide a supportive holding environment and be there for
them consistently at the next session, however difficult the last one
was, can be beneficial (Winnicott, 1969). By contrast, patients
with more nuanced interpersonal difficulties, who can form ade-
quate interpersonal relationships and may expect to develop a
similar one with the therapist, need to form an adaptive alliance
with the therapist early in the treatment to benefit from it for the
success of the treatment. Another potential post hoc explanation
for these unexpected findings is that patients with severe interper-
sonal difficulties may benefit most from treatment when they bring
their interpersonal difficulties to the therapy room, where they
manifest in a major rupture with the therapist at the beginning of
treatment, creating an opportunity for patient and therapist to
collaboratively work through the patient’s interpersonal problems,
which are presumably a source of difficulties for the patient
outside of the therapy room as well and now are enacted with the
therapist (Book, 1998; Safran & Muran, 2000; Silberschatz, 2017).
This explanation is based on the assumption that the rupture is

resolved later in the treatment. Our post hoc findings support this
assumption, but caution should be exercised when interpreting post
hoc findings. Future studies should systematically examine a
model according to which patients with high interpersonal prob-
lems, who experience a major early rupture that is resolved later in
treatment, may show better outcomes. Processes of compensation
and corrective experiences within the working alliance (Caston-
guay & Hill, 2012; Safran & Muran, 2000; Tsai et al., 2010) may
serve as a theoretical basis for the examination of such a model.

Therapists in the present study were not in the same feedback
condition for all their patients, which may have affected the
findings. Although in our study the therapist effect in predicting
alliance was not significant, it is in the range reported in previous
studies (Baldwin & Imel, 2013). Many of the therapists were
trained in the same institutes, and all of them worked at the same
clinic. It is possible that variability in the levels of homogeneity of
therapists working in different clinics may have contributed to the
extreme variance found in the between-therapists effect across
studies (Baldwin & Imel, 2013). Another potential explanation for
the lack of significant random effect for therapists may have to do
with the possibility that some therapists (e.g., those seen as more
competent) have treated the more challenging patients. Finally,
although the number of therapists who participated in the study
(28) is not small relative to many similar works in the literature,
studies have shown that about 50 therapists are needed to accu-
rately estimate the size of the between-therapists alliance–outcome
association (it has been shown in Crits-Christoph et al., 2011).

If the present findings are replicated in future studies, they can
serve as a source of clinical recommendations for carefully mon-
itoring therapeutic alliance and addressing difficulties when they
arise (Lambert, 2015), especially early in treatment, because early
manifestations may affect alliance development across the treat-
ment. Given that patients in all three early alliance development
patterns showed the same starting point in alliance levels, close
monitoring is needed even if early alliance levels are strong. In this
context, it is interesting to speculate on potential reasons for the
insignificant differences in outcome between patients whose ther-
apists received feedback on their alliance levels after each session
and those whose therapists did not receive such feedback. It may
be beneficial to provide therapists with feedback on patterns of
alliance development rather than only on specific session alliance
ratings, because patterns of alliance development may contain
important data not apparent in each individual session.

Our findings also demonstrate that relying on the alliance de-
velopment patterns of the average patient may be too simplistic
and contain little relevant information for clinical practice. Spe-
cifically, the findings do not support a clinical rationale whereby it
is generally a good sign when alliance levels become increasingly
stronger from session to session early in treatment. Neither do the
findings support the opposite clinical rationale, stating that unre-
paired ruptures early in treatment are natural for all patients and
represent only the process of formation of the therapeutic relation-
ship, without affecting the rest of the treatment. Rather, our find-
ings identify the patients for whom each early alliance develop-
ment pattern is most beneficial and those for whom it should raise
warning signs.

The implications of the present study should be considered
together with its limitations. First, to provide a robust examination
of the ability of alliance development patterns to predict outcome
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in which the predictor (alliance development) temporally precedes
the outcome and does not overlap with it, we restricted alliance
development patterns to the first four sessions of treatment. This
prevented us from observing the entire course of alliance devel-
opment over the treatment, especially certain processes of alliance
change that may occur only later in treatment. This is a shortcom-
ing common to most studies that focus on early patterns of change
(both outcome and mechanisms of change; e.g., Lutz et al., 2014);
it is also shared by studies that use other advanced methods of
analysis (e.g., Curran & Bauer, 2011), which require at least three
or four observations to be included. Clinicians who rely on infor-
mation on early patterns in clinical work must bear in mind the
optimistic possibility that the currently unresolved ruptures can
still be resolved and produce good outcomes. Detecting early
patterns may therefore have important advantages in clinical prac-
tice, because before the treatment terminates, much can still be
done. Second, as in other studies that focused on early trajectories,
only patients who attended all first four sessions were included in
our analyses, because the procedure used in this study requires the
same amount of data points for each patient (Zheng et al., 2005).
Although in the present study the excluded subgroup did not differ
in any intake variables from those who were included, they had
poorer outcomes, perhaps because they did not have a sufficient
dose of treatment to benefit adequately from it (Falkenström,
Josefsson, Berggren, & Holmqvist, 2016). Thus, the findings may
not be generalized to treatments with fewer than four sessions.
Third, additional measures of interpersonal problems (such as the
Inventory of Interpersonal Problems Circumplex; Horowitz, Al-
den, Wiggins, & Pincus, 2000) and information about tendencies
to form satisfactory relationships with other people (such as at-
tachment orientations) may have complemented the findings de-
rived from the IR subscale of the OQ, which demonstrated rela-
tively low reliability and allowed us to focus only on specific
aspects of interpersonal problems and functioning. Fourth, the
study relied on patients’ self-report measures for both alliance and
symptoms, incurring the risk of shared variance and restricting us
to what the patient was able to report and interested in reporting.
It would be of particular interest to evaluate the extent to which
therapists are aware of the dramatic reduction in alliance in the
early unrepaired rupture patterns and to examine the extent to
which this awareness may moderate the effect of early alliance
ruptures on treatment outcome. Fifth, the lower percentage of
personality disorders may be the result of the fact that the study
was conducted in a naturalistic setting, where the collection of data
on personality disorders may have been less meticulous than in a
laboratory setting and where therapists may have paid less atten-
tion to personality disorders than to affect and anxiety disorders.
Sixth, the alliance development patterns identified should not be
interpreted as literally distinct entities but rather as groups of
individuals following similar trajectories of change. Valid patterns
of early alliance development can emerge only through the accu-
mulation of findings over several studies. Therefore, future studies
are needed.

In-depth within- and between-sessions analyses of the types of
ruptures occurring and of the ways in which they have been
repaired are required, using rating scales such as the Rupture
Resolution Rating System (Eubanks, Muran, & Safran, 2015). It is
equally important to examine whether, in addition to pretreatment
interpersonal problems, other theoretically driven patient charac-

teristics (e.g., attachment orientation), therapist characteristics, and
type of treatment can moderate the effect of early patterns of
alliance development on outcome and maybe even differentiate
between the early gradual strengthening of the alliance and early
repaired rupture patterns. Replicating the findings with heteroge-
neous as well as homogeneous populations of patients and thera-
pists, in diverse treatment orientations, could help elucidate poten-
tial moderators of the effect of clusters on outcome, showing
which patterns of alliance development are the most beneficial for
each population. Replicating the findings in treatments with fixed
session limits may reveal the extent to which the present findings
are the result of different treatment durations.

This is the first study that systematically examined the effect of
early development trajectories of a predictor of therapeutic change
on the subsequent development of this predictor and on treatment
outcome. The present findings demonstrate the promising potential
of investigations of early alliance development patterns. This in-
formation can be used to advance toward personalized treatment
adapted to patient pretreatment characteristics and to early changes
in potential therapeutic mechanisms, suggesting for whom each
alliance development pattern is most beneficial and for whom it
should raise warning signs. The focus on early patterns may
contain useful information for the therapist while there is still
meaningful time left in the treatment.
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